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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2293 4 Erica Crt Summerhill Hare: Delly

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 22923“Lost in the Bush RUN”

Elain is far too busy to set a run through the bush this week, so Delly has to set the run himself. Delly failed his orienteering badge when he was in the boy scouts and got lost last time he set a summer run through the bush. Delly has
devised a cunning plan to guide him through the run so he doesn’t get lost again, must be something he learnt in the
scouts. The plan goes something like this pick an object you recognise mark the trail to this object then pick another
object you recognise then mark the trail pick another object and so on till you arrive back home. Delly looks up the
end of the street sees Tiny Barbers old home off he goes marks the Trail. From here he can see Lobleys house the
trail is marked through the council easement to Lobleys. From Lobleys house he can see the Summerdale school. The
trail is marked in a good loop through the Summerdale Reserve to our first check at the school. St Pats school can be
seen from here. Through a couple of alley ways to Morris St and he sets another check at St Pats. The Willow lane
easement creek is followed to the Havelock reserve. Bugsy’s house can be seen from here. As the trail gets close to
Bugsy’s Fingers house comes into view. The trail takes a detour through the Rowland Cres reserve to another check.
Delly follows the council signs to the dog exercise area at the top end of Hardwicke St. He takes a risk setting the trail
through the dog exercise area as he cannot recognise any landmarks. As he begins to run out of chalk and flour he
can finally see the enormous gum tree towering above 4 Erica Crt. and uses the last of his flour to scribe the ON
Home . A very relieved Delly trudges home waiting for the pack to arrive at 6:30 Pm.
A well planned and executed run having the pack out for nearly an hour, worthy of the best summer run of the
year??? a bit debatable but we have only just started day light savings.

ON ON:
Delly never got lost setting the run but he has lost the plot, what do we need on a warm Tuesday night in
Launceston. A Run, a Barby, a Fire Pot and Beer . No that is not quite correct we need a Run, a Barby a
Fire Pot and Cold Beer. Elaine is promptly dispatched to the local for a couple of bags of ice. One disaster out of the way another pops up. Loggie is hogging the barby, his two enormous T-Bones eggs and
chips has filled 90% of the plate. The Lip has called for Hashers to line up at the barby using their raffle
ticket numbers as their order in the queue. Loggie pulls a T-Bone off the plate and slips a couple of more
eggs on as Goblet goes to his bag to get a couple of premium burgers out of his bag. To relieve the congestion the Monk rings the bell lets get the ON DOWNS and raffle out of the way.

ON Downs
Blakey: The instant grandfather caught his son Sprocket pushing a
pram around Summerhill.
Delly: The Hare.
One Hump & Rainbow: Returned Hashers.
Scary: Leaving tadpoles in the outdoor spa on the House Boat.
Inlet: Forgetting to pick up Tyles.

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle:
Boong has done an audit on his coffers and advises he is well
on rack to raise the target of $2000 dollars before the change
over dinner
Sheila: A 2018 diary
Sparra: Bag lollies.
Rainbow: Bottle White wine.
Fingers: Bottle Red wine.
Thumbs: Six pack hammer and Tongs
Fingers: Six pack Tun Light
Fingers: Gift voucher B.C.Fing Fun.

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 7th November 43 Beach Rd Legana Hare: Goblet

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 9th November 8 Drummond Cres Perth. Hare: Worm
Joke of the Week

A young newlywed couple wanted to join a church. The pastor told them, "We have special requirements for new parishioners. You must abstain from having sex for two weeks."
The couple agreed and came back at the end of two weeks. The pastor asked them,
"Well, were you able to get through the two weeks without being intimate?" "Pastor, I'm
afraid we were not able to go without sex for the two weeks," the young man replied.
"What happened?" inquired the pastor. "My wife was reaching for a can of corn on the
top shelf and dropped it. When she bent over to pick it up, I was over come with lust and
took advantage of her right there." "You understand, of course, that this means you will
not be welcome in our church," stated the pastor. "That's okay," said the young man.
"We're not welcome at the grocery store anymore either."

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Come on Loggie
stop hogging the
Barby some of us
are starving

Loggie which army
are you cooking for
tonight all that food
cannot be for you
Move over I want to
cook a premium
burger

